WESTERN SUCCESS - BRAZIL

BRA ZIL: PE R W I M M E R
GOLDE N SKI E S
In his world his way of doing things means
nothing is impossible and there should never
be any boundaries to achieving your dreams.
Per Wimmer, the 45-year-old Danish
entrepreneur and financier, tells Tanzeel Akhtar
exactly how he made his own dreams come
true.

Immediately upon entering his
6_MVYK *PYJ\Z VɉJL PU 3VUKVU
aka ‘Wimmer Space’, I’m intrigued.
On one side of the room I spy a
carefully positioned life-size wicker
motorbike, from Fiji I’m later told;
on the other side is an astronaut’s
space helmet polished to perfection
and carefully positioned on top of a
/HYSL`+H]PKZVU MYPKNL ;OL VɉJL
interior is decorated with edgy
blue Scandinavian designer furniture. Simple cuts. Almost quirky.
Wimmer’s World.
From here space advocate, philanthropist and adventurer, Per
Wimmer runs his businesses that have a strong presence and
investment in the BRIC countries, particularly Brazil Resources,
^OPJO ^L»SS JVTL [V )\[ ÄYZ[ 7LY»Z L_JP[LK [V KPZJ\ZZ OPZ TVYL
adventurous projects: “My recent adventures include diving with
ZOHYRZPU-PQPHUKZL[[PUN[OL^VYSKYLJVYKMVY[OL^VYSK»ZÄYZ[[HUKLT
dive from Mount Everest in 2008. Then I spent time with the Indians
of the Amazon forest, trekked the Inka Trail to Macchu Pichu, went
walking on live volcanoes in Hawaii and biked cross-country in the
USA on a Harley Davidson. So far I’ve travelled to over 60 countries
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on planet Earth. Now my plan is to be
[OL ÄYZ[ +HUL VU [OL TVVU¹ /H]PUN
ILN\U OPZ ÄUHUJL JHYLLY VU >HSS
Street as a banker at the prestigious
bank, Goldman Sachs, Per then
moved to the UK to work for the
3VUKVUOLKNLM\UK4(5NYV\W(M[LY
a stint there he decided to launch his
own businesses under the Wimmer
UHTL0M`V\YPKLHVMH*P[`ÄUHUJPLY
is a dour, old school, suit and tie^LHYPUN Z[PɈ `V\»SS IL WSLHZHU[S` Z\YWYPZLK ^P[O 7LY HZ OL KVLZU»[
Ä[[OH[Z[LYLV[`WLH[HSS+YLZZLKPUHYLSH_LKIS\LVWLUJVSSHYZOPY[
like many entrepreneurs who launch their own businesses he has a
JHYLMYLL º0HTT`V^UIVZZ» YLSH_LK KLTLHUV\Y *VUÄKLU[ ^P[O
a boyish charm and gentle blue eyes, the space advocate and Brazil
investor quickly puts you at ease.

Brazil Resources
>PTTLY-PUHUJPHSSH\UJOLKPUPZHJVYWVYH[LHK]PZVY`ÄYT
specialising in natural resources, mining, oil and gas and green
LULYN` JHWP[HS YHPZPUN YLHS LZ[H[L HUK WYVQLJ[ ÄUHUJPUN HUK P[ OHZ
P[ZÄUNLYZPU]HYPV\ZWPLZ¶ZV[VZWLHR¶VULVM[OLTVZ[PU[LYLZ[PUN
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This in itself, of
course, was the first
and largest hurdle Per
and Brazil Resources
had to overcome:
ensuring there were
genuine assets in the
ground

of which is Brazil Resources. The company
explores public minerals with a main focus
on the acquisition and development of certain
projects in gold producing districts of Brazil
and other parts of South America.
“Brazil Resources, in a very short space of
[PTL ¶ SLZZ [OHU [OYLL `LHYZ ¶ OHZ HJX\PYLK
more than two million ounces of gold, which
is quite remarkable in that not long ago it was
Z[PSSQ\Z[HJVUJLW[SPZ[LKVU;-?¹7LYL_WSHPUZ;OPZ
PU P[ZLSM VM JV\YZL ^HZ [OL ÄYZ[ HUK SHYNLZ[ O\YKSL 7LY
and Brazil Resources had to overcome: ensuring there were
genuine assets in the ground. So how has the company proven to
be so successful in such a short space of time? “It’s been capable
of going from strength to strength thanks to good management and
NVVK[HSLU[¹
Wimmer Financial came to know about Brazil Resources two and
a half years ago because they were already aware of the chairman,
Amir Adnani’s previous mining explorations, mainly uranium in
Texas. “Basically, what he’s done in the space of two years is take
Brazil Resources from being a concept with no gold reserves in the
ground to having two and a half million ounces of gold compliant
reserves in the ground. And I believe gold is a very safe bet, despite
[OL[V\NONVSKLU]PYVUTLU[[OLZLWHZ[UPULTVU[OZ¹0TWYLZZLKI`
Adnani’s management skills, Per decided to invest. “We’ve raised
around $20 million (£12 million) for Brazil Resources on the Toronto
Stock Exchange. It’s an interesting project and one that is well
Z\WWVY[LKI`NVVKSVJHSJVU[HJ[ZHUKSVJHSIHURZ¹
So what exactly makes Brazil such a lucrative venture in terms
of mining? Firstly, consider the strength of the Brazilian economy:
at $2.19 trillion (£1.30 trillion) it’s the seventh largest in the world
and second in the emerging markets. This has been enhanced
considerably in the last decade with foreign investment; in 2003
direct foreign investment in Brazil was $12 billion (£7 billion), by
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 [OPZ ÄN\YL OHK PUJYLHZLK [V  IPSSPVU
(£39 billion). Secondly, Brazil has a low
YV`HS[`YH[LVULNVSKZPNUPÄJHU[S`SV^LY[OHU
other jurisdictions, and the country hosts
a very large number of public and private
gold companies thereby making extremely
attractive.
The main state in question in Brazil for the
mining sector is Pará, which is situated in the
north, its capital being Belém. With a population of
more than 7.5 million Pará is the most populous state in
the northern region. The mining sector, meanwhile, accounts
for 14% of the state’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), mainly from
extracted iron, bauxite, manganese, limestone and tin, as well as
gold, obviously. Most recently, Brazil Resources has furthered its
mining projects in Pará to Cachoeira and São Jorge.
¸(S^H`ZÄUKNVVKSVJHSWHY[ULYZKV`V\YUVYTHSK\LKPSPNLUJLHUK
HS^H`ZILHNVVKLU[YLWYLUL\Y¹7LYHK]PZLZ[V[OVZL^OVHYLHSZV
seeking to invest in Brazil.

Wimmer Projects
7LYHSYLHK`OHZOPZ[YPWZIVVRLK[V[OLÄUHSMYVU[PLY4VZ[YLJLU[S`
he paid £100,000 ($168,000) to travel to space with Sir Richard
Branson’s Virgin Galactic, which he can look forward to in 2015.
Money, it seems, is no object to the successful entrepreneur when
it comes to achieving his dreams. However, things have not always
been such smooth sailing. “Recently a pre-planned dive down to
see the Titanic was postponed due to the Russian government
cancelling a contract to hire the Akademik Keldysh [a large Russian
ZJPLU[PÄJ YLZLHYJO ]LZZLSD¹   <UKL[LYYLK 7LY OVWLZ [V YL]PZP[ [OPZ
adventure some time soon. Again, he hints a setback is just that, a
setback. Nothing is impossible.
Wimmer Space is only a part of what he does. A quiet buzz can be
OLHYK MYVT VUL JVYULY VM [OL VɉJL ^OLYL H [LHT VM º>PTTLYPHUZ»

HYL OHYK H[ ^VYR ^H[JOPUN [OL ÄUHUJPHS THYRL[Z HUK THUHNPUN
PU]LZ[TLU[Z;OPZ[\YUZV\[[VIL[OLPU[LYUH[PVUHSJVYWVYH[LÄUHUJPHS
HK]PZVY`ÄYT>PTTLY-PUHUJPHS;OL[OPYKVMOPZI\ZPULZZLZOLK\IZ
º>PTTLY-HTPS`6ɉJL»>OPSLOPZLU[O\ZPHZT[V^HYKZOPZHK]LU[\YLZ
is infectious, when the conversation veers towards his corporate
businesses one can sense a sudden shift in his tone, a switch from a
warm Per to one who is at once serious and businesslike.
¸>L Y\U [^V PU]LZ[TLU[ Z[YH[LNPLZ¹ JVU[PU\LZ 7LY ¸6UL PZ H
dedicated emerging market fund of funds investment strategy. What
we do there is we look to invest in local hedge funds, for example a
local Brazilian hedge fund. We identify the best hedge fund there, then
a local Indian hedge fund, a Russian hedge fund, and a Chinese hedge
M\UK ¶ [OV\NO [OH[ OHZ ILLU H IP[ [YPJR` [V ÄUK¹ ;OL M\UK VM M\UKZ
HWWYVHJO\Z\HSS`TLHUZPU]LZ[VYZJHUHJOPL]LIYVHKLYKP]LYZPÄJH[PVU
and asset allocation with investments in a variety of fund categories.
3VVRPUN H[ [OL SH[LZ[ .+7 MVYLJHZ[Z MVY )90* HUK [OL LTLYNPUN
markets, Per describes them as quite compelling. “Recently China’s
economy has shown signs of stabilising as GDP grew at an annual rate
VM SHZ[`LHY¹OLL_WSHPUZ¸;OLJV\U[Y`PZH[[LTW[PUN[VTHPU[HPU
strong growth while rebalancing its economy. It’s still very decent
for such a large economy and therefore, looking forward, we still see
ZVTLNYLH[VWWVY[\UP[PLZ[OLYL¹
So, with the investment into the BRIC countries, the planned space
HK]LU[\YLZ[OLYLN\SHY[YH]LSHK]LU[\YLZVU,HY[O[^VIVVRZ¶>HSS
Street and Green Bubble (about green energy, to be published in June
[OPZ `LHY ¶ HUK [OL WYLKPJ[PVUZ HIV\[ M\[\YL NSVIHS PU]LZ[TLU[Z P[»Z
probably fair to conclude that it won’t be just rocket ships that will be
[HRPUNVɈMVY7LYPU[OLULHYM\[\YL!¸4`Z[VY`PZHZ[VY`HIV\[THRPUN
dreams reality. Turning into reality what appears to be a far-fetched
]PZPVU[OH[ML^WLVWSLJVUZPKLYHJOPL]HISL¹

The Seven Fundamental Values of Wimmer Space:

(SSV^`V\YZLSM[VILPUZWPYLK;OPUR¸V\[VM[OLIV_¹
2.
Follow your heart and passion. Have fun
3.
Focus and Execution
4.
Time discipline: be conscious about time allocation
5.
Teamwork: the sum of the parts is greater than the
individual parts alone.
6.
Take calculated risks: assess risks/rewards.
7.
Inspire others, especially children, and encourage them
to live their dreams.
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